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In their famous series of articles [ 1,2] Ax and Kochen proved a num- 
ber of remarkable results on the elemer~tary theory of certain Hensel 
fields among which the most conspicuous are: 
(i) The Ax-Kochen transfer principle dealing with the relation be- 
tween p-adic fields Qp on the one band and formal power series fields 
Fp((t)) on the other [ 1, I, Theorem 6]. , 
(ii) The completeness, modal-completeness and decidability of the 
theory of  the p-adic field Qp for any p [ 1, II, Theorems 2, 3, 4]. 
(iii) The elementary equivalence between formal power series fields 
F((t)) and F'((t))  that have elementarily equivalent residue class fields 
F and F '  of  characteristic 0 [2, Theorem 4]. 
Results similar to (ii) and (ifit were obtained independently by Error in 
[4}; Error later generalized these results for wider classes of  algebraically 
complete fields (see [5]). Both Ax-Kochen and Error use 
(it ultraproducts o reduce problems of  elementary equivalence be- 
tween two models to the existence of  isomorphisms between suitably 
saturated models, and alternately 
(ii) Robinson's model-completeness te t as applied in [ 10I. 
An elegant proof of (i) was given by Robinson [ 121 using the methods 
of nonstandard analysis. Finally, (it and (ii) were proved in a completely 
elementary way by Cohen [ 3 ] by means of  an explicit, recursive quanti- 
fier-elimination procedure. 
In this paper the results of  Ax-Kochen and a good deal of their gen- 
w Mo~t of th~ material inthis paper is comained inthe author's doctoral dissc~tation written a
the University ofII¢idelberg 19"/1. The author wishes to thank his advisols G.H. l~liillet and 
F. Roquette for their guidance ard encou~ageraent. 
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eralizations stated by Er~ov in ]5] are developed as corollaries to one 
central syntactical theorem which can be roughly described as follows, 
We consider Hensel fields M of characteristic O, whose value-group I "M 
has an element 1 r which is either 0 or the smallest positive element ofF,  
such that the value of all natural numbers up to n, t,(2), . , ,  o(n), is 
bounded by w(n) • I r ,  where w : N ~ N is fixed, We let R~ be the ,esi- 
due class rings e lM wiih respect o the congruence-relation a ~k 0 iff 
v(a) > k .  1 r, and denote the system {Rff )~-~1¢ of all these rings to- 
gether with some natural maps between them by R M. Then it is easy to 
write down an axiom-system T n for valued fields M of  this type in a 
language L containing different sorts of variables: I,-variab}es ranging 
over I "m, F-variables ranging over the field k ~' of M, and R~-variables 
ranging over R M, k ~ N. Next we enlarge L by a function-symbol *rto 
L(~r) and let T~,,~(T~(,r)) be T H together with axioms saying that lr is a 
weak cross-section (a cross-section). (A weak cross-section e lm is a mup 
rr : F M ~ F M such that o o zr = id and ~ • r r  '~ = [ for all a ~ I "M.) Then 
our main theorem says that every existential fermula A in LOt) is n T~," 1t n 
equivalent to an existential formula B in L(~r) which has no quantifiers 
ranging over F-variables. As a corollary we obtain the following stronger 
result for TH(zt) (Theorem 3.3): 
Every formula A in L(Tr) is in T~(rt) equiralent o a Boolean combina- 
tion B o f  fc.rmulas referring only to the value-group l" and or  formulas 
referring only to the system R o f  residue class rings. 
Moreover we give an explicit, primitive recursive construction of how 
to obtain B from A for both theorems. 'he construction is based essen- 
tially on the ideas of Cohen [3]. We have, mwever, altered and general- 
ized his method in various respects: 
(i) the elimination of F-quantifiers (EFQ) takes place in a natural 
language for valued fields with (weak) cross-section; o additional artifi- 
cial function-symbols are reeded; 
(ii) the EFQ makes no assumptions (such as finiteness) on the system 
R of residue class rings; 
(iii) the EFQ makes no assumptions on the value-group I, (such as " i ,  
is a Z-group") except hose mentioned above. 
Like Cohen's procedure our proof uses only tile most elementary alge- 
braic facts. 
For the applications we specialize T~(*r) a little more. First we con- 
sider the case w -= 0, i.e. the theory lff(rt) of Hansel fields .41 with cross- 
~:ection and residue class field R~ of characteristic zero. We have roughly 
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the following results on T0°(n): let T v be an extension of  the theory of 
ordered abeiian groups and T R an extension of the theory of  fields of 
• . o 
characteristic zero• Assume that both T v and T~ are model-complete 
• o . ' 
or complete, or (primitive recursively) decidable, or have a (primitive re- 
cursive) elimination of  quantifiers. Then TOO(~r) u T r u To is mode. . . . .  **o 
complete, or complete, or (pnmitwe recurswely) decldab e, or has a 
(primitive recursive) elimination of quantifiers, respectively (see 3.5, 3.7). 
As a corollary we obtain a generalized version of the Ax-Kochen trans- 
fer-principle (3.8) and another transfer-principle (3.9) which generalizes 
[ 1, I, Theorem 1 ]. 
Next we treat Hensel fields with cross-section and residue-class fields 
of characteristic p ~ 0, We let T~k (~r) be T~0r) together with the axioms 
qk = p. o(q) = lr ,  where q is a constant in L. Then tile corresponding re- 
sults for T~k(r0 read as follows: let T r be as above, T R a theory in a 
language L~ extending the R-sort of L, and assume T~k(~r) U Tp u T R 
is consistent. Then T~k(rt) u T r u TR is mc, del-complete, or complete, 
or (primitive recursive'ly) decidable, or has a (primitive recursive) elimi- 
nation of quantifiers, provided the corresponding properties hold for T v 
and T R (see 3.4, 3.t 1). The dependence of this theorem on T R can be 
eliminated, if we specify the residue class field to be finite, say of car~ii- 
nality pro. For the theory T~k m(Tr) of models of T~k(Ir) with residue 
class field of cardinality pm t'he theorem reads: T~k 're(n) is model-com- 
plete, or complete, or (primitive reeursively) deci~al~le, or has a (primi- 
tive recursive) elimination of quantifiers, provided T r has the corre- 
sponding properties (3.16). 
In tile last section we investigate, how much of the results about 
T~(Tr), TOO(n), Tff.k(lr), THk, m(rr) can be saved for the corresponding 
theories THw, TgT~,  Ttpt, k,m in L for which no cross-section isat hand. 
It tunas out that all the theorems concerning model-completeness and 
completeness can be carried over; under the assumption of  completeness 
we cart also transfer the theorems on (primitive recursive) decidability, 
Some of the author's results in [ 16] have been generalized by a differ- 
ent method by Ziegter [ 17]. 
1. Basic definitions, the main t h e o r e m  
By a valued field M we mean a field F M with (exponential) valuation 
tr '¢ : F g ~ F M t2 [~) and (additive) value group F M. A M denotes the 
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valuation rin~,, {a ~ F ~ : vM(a) :~ 0~- of M. Let I r be a fixed non-negative 
element of F M and q a fixed element of f  M of  value vM(q) = 1 r" Then 
for n ~ N, 1 M denotes the ideals {a ~ F M : vMa > n" I r } in A '~', 
R~=A~/ I~ the residue class rings o fA  ~ modulo I I  t, and res. : A M ~R~ 
the canonical epimorphisms. In part icu lar /p = {a 6 b ~ : vMa > 0) is the 
maximal ideal ofA  M and R~ the residue class field of M. For k, m, m ~ N. 
k >/.,n + n, the map res~n,n ' RkM ~ RmM given by 
res~n,n(reska) = resm(q-"a)  fora  E A M 
is a well-defined additive homomorphism;  fo rn  = 0, reskm,n is even a ring 
epimorphism. Tile maps res k : A M ~ RMextend in a natural way to epi- 
morphisms 
res,~ : AM [Xl . . . . .  X n ] ~ R~F[XI .... X n] ; 
for F ~ A M [X 1, . . ,  X n ] restc(F) is obtained by replacing the coe fficients 
of f by their images under resk. The following statement about a valued 
field M is known as Hensel's Lemma: 
(HL) Let  F{X) ~ AM[~] and suppose b:(X) = res0F(X) ~ RM[xI  has a 
simple root r in R~ f (i.e. if(r) = 0 and ft'(r) ~ 0). Then FIX) has a root 
a ~ A M such that res0(a) = r. 
A valued field M satisfying (HL) is called a Henselfield, We call a 
map ~r : [,M LI :~ ) ~ F M a weak cross-section, i f oM(lt ~) = a for all 
~ 1 ,M u (~} (in particular lr ~ = 0), ~r °r = ]F and ~° - ~r -~ = 1 for all 
cc ~ F M. We call r a cross-section, i f in addit ion 7r Ir = q and ~a+a = ~.  n~ 
for all ~,/3 ~ F g .  Using the axiom of choice every valued field M can be 
furnished with a weak cross-section. 
in order to give a precise formulation of what we mean by an "elemen- 
tary statement on valued fields", we shall now set up a first-order lan- 
guage L. The variables and constants of  L are divided into several pairwise 
disjoint sorts: the F-sort, the F-sort, and for every n ~ N the Rn-sort. The 
F-sort represents the field elements, the F-sort the elements of  the value- 
group or ~,  and the Rn-sort the elements of the residue class ring R~ f. 
More specifically, L has the following non-logical symbols: 
(i) F-variables denoted by x, ~, z, x l ,  ._, F-variables denoted by 
~, ~, ~', ~i, -., Rn'variables denoted by r, s, t, ri, .,., for n E N; 
(ii) ~hc F-constants 0, 1, q, the f'-constants 0r ,  1 r ,  ~ ,  the Rn-cOn- 
stant~ 0 1 q ' Rr, Rn' n, 
:ii ) the re ation-symbols "=" (for equality) and "<"  (for the order in 
the value-group); 
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(iv) the function-symbols 
+, - ,  • (for the ring operations in/'¢'/), 
+n, -n ,  "n (for the ring operations in R~), n E N, 
+r,  "r (for the group operations in FM), .  
minn (for the minimum ofn elements in FM). n ~ N, 
v (for the valuation), 
res n (for the maps res. : A '~ ~ R~),  n E N, 
re¢ ,  n (for the maps reSkm,n : R g ~ RMm ), k. m, n ~ N, k ~ m + n. 
From these symbols together with brackets (,) the terras of L are 
built up according to the following rules: 
(i) Every F-variable and every F-constant is an F-term; every P-vari- 
able and every U-constant is a F-term; every Rn-variable and every R n- 
constant is an Rn-term, n ~ N. 
(ii) Ira, b are F-terms, then - (a ) ,  (a) + (b), (a) .  (b) are F-terms, v(a) 
is F-term, and res,(a) is an Rn-term, n ~ N. 
(iii) If a~ ..... a n are P-terms, then - r (~ l ) ,  (a j) +r (a2), and 
minn(c q ..... a n) are F-terms, n ~ N. 
(iv) If d, e are Rk~terms, then -~- (d), (d) +,~ (e), (d) "k (e) are Rk-terms, 
and res~,n(d) is an Rm-term for k, m, n E N, k ~ m + n. 
We denote F-terms by a, b, c, a 1 ..... P-terms by c~, ~, 7, a l ,  ..., Rn'terms 
by d, e, d l . . . . .  Rn-terms will also collectively be referred to as R-terms. 
To simplify the notation we will drop the subscript n or P attached to 
+, - ,  -, 0, l ,  rain. This wilt not lead to any misunderstanding. Besides we 
will save brackets according to the usual cdnventions in algebra. 
Atomic  formulas in L are expressions of form a = b, a = ~, t~ < ~, d=e,  
where a, b are F-terms, a, ~ are F-terms, and d, e are Rn-terms for some 
n ~ N. Formulas are built up from these atomic formulas by means of 
"1, ^ ,  v, ~,  ~, and quantification i  the usual manner. We denote formu- 
Iasby A, B, C,D,  A1 , . . . .  
We shall frequently enlarge L by a function-symbol rr for a (weak) 
cross-section. The resulting language L0r) has then the following addi- 
tional rule for the formation of terms: 
(v) If a is a F-term, then rr ta) is an F-term. 
Unless otherwise mentioned all terms and formulas in the sequel will 
be in L0r). An F-term is called pure, i f  it does not contain the symbol ~r; 
a F-term is called pure, i f  it does not contain tile symbol v, and an R-term 
is called pure, if it does not contain any of the symbols res n, n ~ N. We 
say a formula A is a p~tre P-formula (a pure R-formula, a pure P-R-formu- 
la), if A contains only pure P-terms (pure R-terms, pure F-terms and pure 
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R-terms, respectively). We refer to a quantif ier immediately preceding an 
F-variable (F-variable, R-variable) as an F-quantifier (F-quantifier, R-  
quantifier, respectively). We say a formula A is open (F-open), i fA  con- 
tains no quantifiers (no F-quantifiers). A is called a sentence, i f  it contains 
no free variables. 
Let now M be a valued field, 1 v a non-negative lement of F/t, q ~ F M, 
and qx e R~ such that oM,;q) = I r ,  res,~(q) = qk, k ~ N, Then M forms in a 
natural way a structure for the language L - depending of  course on the 
choice of 1 r and q. (In order to have +r ,  - r  defined on ~,  we set -~  = ~, 
+ ~ = ~ + a = ~ + ~ = ~ > a for et ~ F; in order to have res x defined 
on .rM, we set resk(a) = 0 for vM(a) < 0.) Similar/y M together with a 
we~k cross-section ~r forms a structure for L(r).  So every sentence in L 
(in L0r)~ has an interpretation as a statement about M (about <M, 'Jr)). It 
is exactly these statements that we call "elementary".  
Keeping this interpretation i  mind, it is now easy to write down a 
set T of  axioms in L for the theory of  valued fields M with distinguished 
elements 1 r ~ FM, q ~ FM, qk ~ R~ satisfying 0 ~ 1 r ,  °~'(q) = I r ,  
resk(q) =: qk, k ~ N. We will be interested here in a smaller class of valued 
fields, n,,mely the class Z of all valued fields M with the property: 
(P) M h~s characteristic 0 and F M contains an isolated cyclic subgroup 
F 0 such tha~ , f l (Q)  c Fo, where Q is the field of rational numbers. 
Notice that (t~l is certainly satisfied in any valued field M with residue 
class field R0 M of characteristic 0 (take F o = {0)). We claim that ~ is the 
union of a family of elementary classes ~;w" Indeed 
= U~:N~  :~ ,  
where ~w is the class of all models of T w, and Tw is T together with the 
axioms ¥~(0 < ~ ~ I v ~ ~), A~:I o(i. I F)  < w(n) • 1 r" 
Next we remark that Hansel's Lemma can be formulated as a set (HL) 
of santencesin L. We let T "q = Tu  ~HL) and T/t : T w u (HL). Finally 
the property that lr is a (weak) cross-section can be written down in 
L(';r) as a set of  sentences (CS) (and (WCS), respectively). Thus we arrive 
at the theories T~ : Tu  (WCS), Tw, ~ = T w u (WCS), T~ = 7 ¢! u (WCS), 
T~,~ = T~ u (WCS), and T0r) = Tu  (CS), Tn.0r) = T w U (CS), T'q0r) = 
= Ttt u (CS), T~Or) : T~ u (CS) in L(rr). 
After these preparations we are now in ~ positiml to state the main 
theorem about the theories T H,n. 
Main Theorem. Let w : N ~ N. Then every existential formula A in LOt) 
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is in T~,, equivalent o an existential F-open formula B in L0r). More- 
over such a formula B can be constructed from A by a primitive recur- 
sire procedure. 
2. P roo f  o f  the  Ma in  Theorem 
In this section we describe the construction of an existential F-open 
formula B from a given existential formula A such that T~,~ ~ A ~ B. 
B is obtained by replacing the existential F-quantif iers in A successively 
by existential r-quantif iers and existential R-quantifiers. This process is 
outl ined in Lemmas 2 .9 -2 .19 .  The basic mathematical result under- 
lying the elimination of  F-quantifiers is the decomposit ion-Lemma 2.7 
which is essentially due to Cohen (see [3, theorem An]). Its proof  is pre- 
pared in Lemmas 2.1 -2.6. 
First we need some notation. We shall denote n-tuples a 1, .... a n of 
F-terms by a, the corresponding set (a l, ..., a n ) by ~, and the sum 
a 1 + ,.. + a n by ~a;  a similar convention applies for P-terms and R-terms. 
Integer multiples k,  I r k" 1 r k .  IRh of  I r 1F 1~ are denoted by ' ' ' ' h
k r , k F, kRh, or simply by k. i f  the sort is clear from the context. 
F t ( (x  1, ..., Xn}) = Ft(R) is the set of all F-terms a such that all the F- 
variables occurring in a are among x 1, ..., x n. We call a term (o, d) x-free, 
i f  it does not contain the variable x. An F-term of the form a = ~=oaiX i,
where a i are x-free, is called a polynomial in x of degree n with coeffi- 
cients ao,..., a n. Polynomials will be denoted by f (x ) ,  g(x), h(x),fi(x), ..., 
their coefficients by (/o, ..., fn ) = [, g, h, (fio, ..., fin) = fi, respectively; 
f ' (x )  denotes the derivative of f (x) ,  and f* = T(f; a) tile coefficients of 
the Tay~or-e>.pansion f ' (x )  of f (x )  with center a, i.e. 
n . . 
(n = deg(f(x))).  We use a < ~ as usual to stand for ~ =/3 v a < ~. 
Bd(k, f (x ) )  ~tands for the formulaof(x) ~ min(vfo . . . . .  v(fnxn)) + k v 
(" f (x)  is bounded by kr" ) ,  and HZ( k f (z) )  for the formula 
min(o.f) < ~ t, z ¢ O ^ f ( z )  = 0 ^ Bd(k, f (z)) ("z is a Hensel-zero f  
f (x )  o f  order k"), where rein(of) is shorthand for rain(of 0.... .  ofn). Let 
a be an/ : - term and x an F-variable such that x does not occur in the 
scope of a 1r-function-symbol within a. Then a can be written in a canon- 
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ical way as a polynomial  g(x) in x (i.e. T ~ a = g(x)). We denoteg(x)  by  
P,(a) .  
I .emma 2.1. Suppose k ~ N, deg(f (x) )  = n, g(x)  = Px ( n'ol~rra x)i ,  and 
b =~r-~a. Then thefol lowinghoMin T~,,: 
(i) Bd(k, f (a))  ^  a < ~ ^ i3 < ~ ~ Bd(k, g(o)) ,  
Bd(k, f ' (a))  ^  o~ < ~ ,~ ~ < ~ ~ Bd(k, g'(b)),  
(ii) Bd(k, f (a))  ^  v(c - a) > va"+ k v ~ o(f(c) -/ '(a)) > min(o( f j ) :  
i = O, ..., n) + k r ^ of(c) = vf(a), 
(iii) v(c - a) > oct + k r ~ (Bd(k, f (a))  ~ Bd(k, f (c))) ,  
(iv) HZ(k. f (a))  ^  a < ~ ^ ~< ~ ~ HZ(k,  g(b)). 
Proof. Immediate f rom the definit ions. 
l .emma 2.2. 
T~,  t -  min(v f ) '~ 0 A va ~ 0 ^ t~f(a) > 2c~ ^  vf '(a) < ~ 
3z( f (z )  = O ^  v(z - a) > ~) .  
Proof. Apply ing Hensel 's lemma to the polynomial  g(x) = 
= PxOr- ~f'(a)- ~f(~r~x + a)), we get z' such that  g(z') = 0 A UZ' > 0. Con- 
sequently f ( z )  = 0 ^ v(z - a)  > ~ for z = rtaz ' + a. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose k E N, degf (x )  = n. Then 
T~, c t-- Bd(k, f ' (a))  ~ (Bd(2(k + w(n)), f (a))  v 3z(HZ(k .  f ( z ) )  ^ 
A v(a -- z) >va + k r + w(n) r ) ) .  
Proof. I_et g(x) be the polynomial  PxOr - ~f(~r~ax)) with/3 = minfo(.f/a 1) : 
i = O, ..., n), b = ~r-°aa, and assume -]Bd(2(k + w(n)) , f (a)) .  Then oa < ~,  
< ~ and so by Lemma 2.1 
Bd(k, g'(b)) ^  7Bd(2(k + w(n)), g(b)) . 
Since 7BO(O, g(b)), we have 
min(og) = min(ogi : i = 1 . . . . .  n ) ,  
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and so 
min(v$) = 0 ~ min(og') ~ w(n) r . 
Thus 
ug'(b) ~ k + w(n)  ^  og(b) > 2(k + w(n) )  
and so by Lemma 2.2 there exists z' such that 
g(z ' )  = O A v(b - z ' )  > k + w(n)  . 
So with z = 7r'~z ' we get f ( z )  = 0 ^ u£a -z )  > ca + k + w(n) ,  and by 
Lemma 2.1 (iii) Bd(k,  f ( z ) ) ,  
Lemma 2.4, Suppose k, m e N, deg f (x)  = n, [* = T(y, a). Then 
T .  t- Bd(k,  f ' (a ) )  A v(b - a)  > ua + k v + m r + w(n)  r 
n 
u(i~=2 j~Y(b - a) i) > v ( f  l (b  - a))  + m r . 
Proof. Suppose i >~ 2. Then 
u(( j ' t i ) (aVi!)(b - a) i) > u~(fc~(a)/i!) + v(b - a) + (i - l ) (k+m +w(n)) + (i - l)va 
min(v(({)~a j - l )  : j = i, ..., n) + o(b - a) + ( i -  t ) (k+m+w(n))  
min(u( f la i - I )  : ] = 1 ..... n) + v(b -a )+ k +m +w(n)  
min(u(jf/a i - 1): ] = 1 . . . . .  n) + o(b -a )  + k + m 
v( f ' (a ) (b  - a)) + m.  
l.emma 2,5. Suppose k • N, deg/ (x)  = n, f*  = T ( f ,  z). Then 
T~.  ~- Bd(k,  f ' (a ) )  .~. (Bd(2(k  + w(n)) ,  f (a ) )  v 
v 3z(HZ(k, f ( z ) )  ^ Bd(O, f* (a  - z))) .  
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 it suffices to show that HZ(k,  f ( z ) )  A o(a -- z )  > 
> ca + k + wOO implies 8d(0, f * (a  - z)) .  This follows from f~ = 0 by 2.4. 
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l .emma 2.6. Suppose k, m ~ N, deg f (x)  = n. Then 
7~ b- HZ(k, f (b) )  ^  o(b - a) > va + (k + m + w(n)) r
o(/'(a) (b - a) + f(a)) > o(f'(a) (b - a)) + m r . 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 (iii) we get Bd(k, f '(a)).  From this the lem na 
follows by Lemma 2,4. 
After these preparations we can now prove the decomposition lemma. 
Roughly speaking the decomposition lemma determines (for given 
w : N ~ N) for ever '  polynomial f (x )  of degree n finitely many cases, 
such that in each cake a suitable Taylor expansion o f f (x )  can be proved 
• H m Twn,, to be boumled by k r for some natural number k. The centers of  
these Taylor expansions are given by a sum of Hensel zeros of certain 
polynomialsgt(x) for degree < n. These polynomials in turn are obtained 
from f (x)  by iterated formation of  derivatives and Taylor expansions with 
Hansel zeros as centers. 
We shall u~=e the followin;~ notation: Formulas of the form 
m 
~1 HN("i gi(zi)) ,  
where gi (zi) are polynomials in z i of degree m i with coefficients 
gi] ~ Ft (y  u {z 1 .... .  zi-1 }), ~: = max(kt : i = 1 .. . . .  m) will be denoted by 
HZP(k; .~; z 1, ,.., z n ) ("(z I ..... z n ) is a tu.vle o f  Hensel zeros o f  order k in 
the parameters ~"). We put 
deg HZP(~:;~; z1 ..... zn) = max(m/: i = t, ,.., m) .  
Decomposition I.emma 2.7. Let w : N ~ N be given. For every poly- 
nomial f (x  ) o f  degree n there exfsts a finite set D( f (x  ) ) or  formulas m 
L(~r) of for~ 
(i) Bd(h, f(x)) ,  
(ii) 3z(HZP(k;T; a) ^  Bd(m, f * (x  - Zz) ) ,  
where/e* = T(f, N z), length (z) ~ n; h, k, m < 3 n -1 w(n ), d eg HZP(k;~; z) ~ n, 
such that T tt w,~r t-" VA.~D(f(x)) A , 
ProoL We construct D(f (x ) )  by induction on n, For n = O, we put 
D(f(x)) = (Bd(O, f (x) ) ) .  For n > O, we assume that D( f ' (x) ) is  al- 
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ready constructed by induction. To each formula A' ~ D( f ' (x ) )  we at- 
tach a set S a, of two formulas defined as follows: 
(i) l fA '  is of form Bd(h', f ' (x)) ,  S~. contains the formulas 
Bd(2(h' + w(n)), f (x ) )  and ]z(HZ(h', f (z ) )  ^  13d(O, f f  (x - z))), where 
f" = T~, z), 
(ii) If A' is of form 3g'(HZP(k'; f ' ;  z')  ^  Bd(m', f '*  (x - ~ z'))) with 
f *  = T ( f  , Zz*), S A, contains the formulas 
3z ' (HZP(k ' ; f ' ; z ' )  A Bd(2(m' + w(n) ) , f * (x -  ~z')))  , 
3z'~z(HZP(k ' ; f ' ;  z')  ^  HZ(m', i f ( z ) )  h Bd(O,f**(x - (~z'+z)))), 
whereff = T(f, Sz ' ) , f**  = T(f, ~z' + z). Finally we put 
D(f(x))  = U S,~, . 
A*~O(['(x)) 
Then by 2.5 
TIt ~_ A, ~ V B, fo rA '~D( f ' (x ) ) ,  
and by induction assumption 
T~ i- V A ' .  
A'~D(f'(x)) 
Consequently 
T H ~- V A .  
w.~ A~D(f(x)) 
Corollary 2.8. Let w iN  ~ N be given. For any m-tupel f l (x),  ...,fro(x) 
o f  polynomials with f t ~ Ftf y-), deg fi(x) ~ n, 1 < i ~ m, there exists a 
Y~nite set D ' ( f l (x ) ,  ..., fm (x)) or formulas in L0r) of  form 
(i) A ~1 Bd(hi, ft(x)) 
(ii) 3z(HZV(k;fi; z) ^ A ~ l  Bd(mt, .f[(x - aiD), where hi, ki, m i < 
< 3 n - !  w(n), f7 = T(~, ai), a i E Ft(z) for 1 < i < m, length (z) < n m, 
and deg HZP(k;~; z) < n, such that 
T~ ~- V A.  
• A~.D*(fl~x) ' -.,In(X)) 
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Proof. D*(fl(x), ..., fm (x)) can be easily constructed from D(fi(x)),  
1 < i < m, by induction on m. 
Equipped with these results we can now embark on the proof  of the 
Main Theorem. 
[.emma 2.9. Let A be an open ]ormt:la iu L(~r) and x an l,;variable. Then 
A is in Tw, ~ equivalent o a formula in L(rr) of  form 
m 
3~,3r(A l vfi(x) = a i ^ res k (A(x)) = d i a B) .= i ' 
where f i (x)  are polynomials in x, a i and d i pure, I < i < m, and B is 
open and does not contain x. 
Proof. Suppose x occurs somewhere in A in the scope of a 1r-function- 
symbol; i.e. there is a term or subterm 7r" in A such that a contains :r. 
Let AI be the formula obtained from A by replacing this occurrence of 
r~ a in A by rr~, where/j  is a new F-variable. Then A is in Tw,. equivalent 
to ~(a  = 1~ ^  AI). I f  x in A2 = (a = ~ A A 1) still occurs b, the scope of 
a rr-functiol'-symbol, we proceed as above. This process must come to 
an end after Pnitely many steps yielding a formula 3 r.(A') ix: L(rr) equiv- 
alent to A in 7~..., such that x in A'  does not occur in the scope of a 
:c-function-symbol. Next we pick all the F-terms a i containing a such 
that v(al) or reski(ai) occurs in A' for some kj (1 < i < m). Replacing in 
A'  each v(ai) by a new F-varlable r/i and rcskl(a i) by a new Rki-variabler i,
we obtain a formula B in L0r) such that A is in Tw, ~ equivalent o 
m 
3~a ~3r(iA 1"= o(ai) = ~i A reski(ai)= ri ^ B)  , 
Since in each a i, x does not occur in the scope of  a 7r-functiomsymbol, 
we can write a i as a polynomial f i (x) = Px(ai) in x. 
Corollary 2.10. I t  suffices to prove the Main Theorem for existeutia[ 
formulas A in LOr) of  the form 
(2.1) ~x(  A of~(x)=ai  ^ resk ( f i (x ) )=d i )  , 
i=1 i 
where a~, d i are pure. 
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Proof. Suppose the Main Theorem hold for existential formulas of form 
(2.1). Then it is proved for arbitrary existential formulas A in L(Tr) by 
induction on the number of  existential quantifiers in A using Lemma 2,9. 
The strategy for the proof of  the Main Theorem is now as follows: 
We apply Corollary 2.g to the formulas of form (2.1). Then the fact, that 
the Taylor expansions f/*(x - a~) obtained by Corollary 2.8 from the 
polynomials f~(x) in Corollary 2. I 0 are bounded, enables us to express 
vf i(x) and reski(fi(x)) in terms of v(x - ai) and rest:t(lr-U(x-ai)(x - ai)). 
Moreover the statement that f~(x  - ai) is bounded can also be expressed 
in these terms. Thus, as far as the elimination of  the quantifier 3x is con- 
cerned, we are reduced to formulas 3x(B)  in which x occurs onl) ,~n 
form v(x - ai) and reski(rt-ufx-ai)(x -- ai)). For these formulas it is easy 
to eliminate the quantifier 3x by introducing additional existential r -  
quantifiers and R-quantifiers. During this elimination process for ~x, 
however, new existential F-quautifiers 3z with respect o a tuple of  
Hensel zeros have been introduced by Corollary 2.8. So we still have to 
deal with formulas of form 3z(HZ(k ,  g (z ) )  ^  G3, where C is open. Simi- 
lar as above we use Corollaries 2.10 and 2.8 to reduce the occurrences 
-utz-ai) of z in C to linear terms of form o(z - ai) and rest:i0r (z - ai)) and 
finally eliminate the quantifier 3z. But again, we had to introduce new 
existential F-quantifiers ~u with respect o a tuple of Hensel zeros, in 
order to eliminate the quantifier ~z. This time, however, we can use the 
division algorithm for polynomials to make sure that the order of the 
tuple u of Hense! zeros is smaller than the degree ofg(z).  This condition 
guarantees that the process of eliminating existential quantifiers with 
respect o Hensel zeros comes to an end after finitely many steps, thus 
completing the elimination of F-quantifiers. 
Lemma 2.11. Suppose  h, k, m E N, deg f (x)  = n, and  let/3 = min(v(f/) + 
+ i't : i = O, ..., n) .  Then the fo l low ing  ho ld  in Tw,~: 
(i) 
(Bd(h, f (x ) )  ^ nx = 7 < ~)  ~ 
(of (x)  = ~ ~ ((c~ = ~ ^/3 = ~)  v(ct =~< ~ ^ res0(Ir- ~f(x)):~ 0) 
h 
v iVl (a = 13 + i < ~ ^ res i (~-af (x) )  ~ 0 
^ resi_l(Tr-a.f(x)) =0) ) ) .  
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(ii) For n, ~ h + k: 
(Bd(h, f (x))  ^  res m (Tr- ~x) = r ^ vx = 3" < ~)  
( res f f (x )  = s ~ ((t3 < - h ^ s = 0)  v 
(iii) For m ~ h: 
(reSmOr-~x)=r A VX =3"< ~)--, 
n 
-* (Bd(h, f (x) )  ~ ( /3=~ v(~<~ ^  ~res~(r-~0r*~)~)(res~.nr)~ 0) )  
i=0 . . . .  
Proo f .  By  direct verification from the definitions. 
l.emma 2.12. Any formula A in LOt) or form 
m 
IAI (resk0r- tl(x - at)) = ri a ~i = v(x - ai) < ~) ,  
where k ~ N and iz i is x-free, is in Tw. ~ equivalent o a disjunction o f  fcrmu-  
tas o f  the form 
~'esk( r -~(x -a ) )=r  ^ ~=o(x  -a )<~ ^B,  
where a is x-free, B open and x-free. 
Proof. For I <h  <m,  letB h =A~=l~l< ~h, b=x-  a h,a' l=a f -a / .  
1 < / < m, ] ~ h. Then A is in Tw, ~ equivalent o 
m 
V (res~(rr-~hb) = r/~ ^  ~/j =vb<**  ^ B  h 
m 
^ iAl (resk(rr-~t(b - -  a~)) = r/ ^ [e = v(b - a~) < ~)). 
This formula in turn is equivalent to 
m 
/V 1 (resk (~'-~/hb) = rh ^ ~h = vb < = ^ ~h 
m 
^ i__A1 (resk0r- =i~r=h)rh --res,(~r-~laj) =r /^ re~,0(r l)~ 0)) .  
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I.emma 2.13. Let h, h 0 k t ~ N, f i(x ) p dynomials, aI x-free, and 
fly = T(~, a i) for l ¢ l < m. Then any/ormula A (x) in L(~) o f  the form 
m 
A (Bd(h.  fs~(x - a,))  ^  oft(x) = ~i ^  resk~fi(x) = si) 
l=  ] - . , , 
is in Tw,~ equivalent o a disjunction o f  formulas o f  the form: 
(i) x = a! ^  B, where B is open and x-free. I < j < m, 
(ii) 3~ 3r(resk(rt-C/(x - a)) = r ^ ~ = o(x - a) < ~ ^ C), where 
a ~ {ai : i = 1, ..., m}, C is existential, F-open and x-free, and k ~ h. 
Proof. Set k = max(h, 2h t + k i : 1 < i < m). Then A(x)  is equivalent in 
Tw, ~ to 
m m 
V (x=a,  ^  A(a~)) v 3~3r (  A (resk(~r- ~l(x - ai))=r i A ~i =o(x - -a l )<  m AA~¢))). 
t~l " : i l l  
Using now Lemma 2. i I we can replace A(x) in this formula equivalently 
by an open, x-free formula K Then L~mma 2.12 can be applled to trans- 
form the resulting formula into a disjunction of  formulas of form (i) and 
(ii). 
Combining this lemma with Corollary 2.8 we obtain: 
Lemma 2.14. Let k o, k i ~ N, ~(x)  be polynomials in x o f  degree n t, and 
f :  ~ F t (y  ) for i = 1 . . . .  m. Then any formula A(x)  in LO0 of  form 
m 
iA=l (vfi(x) = rl i ^ resk/ i (x)  = s~) 
is in THw,= equivalent o a disjunction o f  formulas o f  the form 
(i) x = 0 ^ B, where B is open and x-free. 
(ii) 3~ ~(reskOr- tx )= r ^ ~ = vx < ~ ^ C), where C is F-open, exis- 
tential and x-free, and k "~ k O. 
(iii) ~z(HZP(h ;y; z) A X = a ^ B), where a is x-free, B is open and 
x-free, and deg HZP(h ;y ;z )  < max(hi : l < i < m). 
(iv) ~z(HZP(h;.v;z) A ~ 3r(resk(rr-~(x - -a ) )= r A ~ =v(x -a )< ** ^ C), 
where a is x-free, C is F-open, existential, and x-free, k ~ k o, and 
deg HZP(h; y;  z)  < max(n/:  1 < l < m). 
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Corollary 2.15. Let/:i ~ N, f i (x)  be polynomials in x o f  degree n¢, and 
C Ft(y-).for i = 1 ..... m. Then any formula A (x) in L0r) of  the form 
m 
3x ( iAi ell(X) = ~1 i ^ resk l f  i ( x ) = .~ i ) 
is in T~,  equivalent o ~ disjunction o.f existential F.open formulas and 
formulas o f form 
3z(HZP(h;y; ~) ^  C ) ,  
where C is existential and F-open, and deg HZP(h;y ;  z) ~ max(hi : 1 ~ i ~ m). 
I .emma 2,16 :~ i h, k ~ N and deg f (z )  = n. Any formula A ill L(n) o f  
the form 
3z(i~2 (h, .fO))  ^  resk(~- ~z) = r ^ ~ = uz < ~)  
is in T~ equb aLnt to an existential F-open Jbrmula. 
Proof By Lemma 2.3, A is in T~ equivalent o 
A'  = 3s 3x(res,n (zr- ~x) = s ^ ~ = vx < ~ ^ res~,0(s) =r ^ B(X)), 
where m = 2(max(h. k) + w(n)) and B(x) is the tbrmata Bd(h..f ' (x))  ^ 
^ -IBd(m, j tx)). Using Lemma 2.11 (iii), B(x) can he replaced in A'  by 
an open, x-free formula B'. Consequently A '  is equivalent o an existen- 
tial F-open formula. 
Lemma 2.17. Let h. k ~ N, deg f(z ) = n, and let a be z-.free. Fhen an), 
formula A in L(Tr) of  the form 
:~z(HZ(h, f(z))  ^  resk (n-~(z - a)) = r t, ~ = v(z .-. a) < ~)  
is in T~ equivalent o an existential F-open formula. 
Proof. Let m = h + k + w(n). Then A is, by Lemma 2.6, equivalent o 
the formula B v (V~l  C/) v D, where 
B = 3~:~s~(|IZ(h,f(z)) ^ res~.Or-~z)= s ^  ~" = oz < ~ ^ ~ ~; ~" 
res k (~r- ~ n l" ) .  ~ - res k (~r- ~ a) = r ^ re~.o(,)  ~ 0),  
CI= 3¢3s3z(HZ(h,f(z)) ^ reskq( t r  rz) =s  ^  ~" = vz < 
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A res~,~/(reslc+](q/~r-~lff) . s -res~+j(qlrt-~a))=r 
^ re~,o(r)q= 0), 
D = 3~'as 3z(HZ(h, f(z)) A resk(rr-~z) =s A ~ = VZ < 
^~ >~'+m 
A r. re~Or-~f(a)f'(a)) + resk(rr-~r-"f(a)f(a))=O 
^ reS~,o(r) ~= 0) .  
Each of these formulas can now be reduced to an existential F-open 
formula by Lemma 2.16. 
Lemma 2.18. Let h E N, deg g(x) = n and ~ c_ Ft(y). Then any formula 
in L0r) of  the form 
~x(HZ(h, g(x)) ^  A ) ,  
where A is existential, F-open and has all its F-variables among x, ~, is in 
T~ equivalent to a disiunction o f  existential F-open formulas and formu- 
las'of the form 
3 ~, 3r 3z(HZP(k; y; z) ^ B) ,  
where B is existential and F-open. k < 3 n - 2 w(n), and deg HZP(k;y ;:z) < n. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.9 it suffices to show the lemma for forraulas A of 
the form 
m 
eat vfi(x) = ~i ^  reskJ~(x) = a i ,  
where ~i, di are pure and deg f~(x) = n i. Furthermore, we n,~y assume 
that n~ < n for 1 < i ~ m, since A is in T~, r equivalent to 
n 
VI (gi+ 1 =. . .=gn=OAgi~O 
m 
^ 3r A (urn(x)= ~, 
i=t J, 
• _ . n -n .vg  
^ reskiJ/i(x)- ~ ^ reski(giJ~ / f ) .a /=r ] )  
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where f~(x) is the remainder of  the polynomial Px(g7l ~rnl~Jf (x)) divided . . l . 
by the polynomial ~,]=ogjxL Now the proof is completed by applying 
I.emma 2.14 to A and Lemma 2.1 7 to the resulting formula. 
I.emma 2.1 9. Let k ~ N. Then any formula A in LOt) of  the form 
3e(HZP(k;y; =) ^  A'), where A '  is existential, F-open and has all its F- 
variables among y and E is in Ttt equivalent to an extsten tial F-open w,n 
formula. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on m = deg HZP(k;.v; z) and on 
n = length (z). 
Case m = n = 1 : Apply 2.18 and remark that no new F-qaantifiers can 
occur in the resulting formula, since m = 1. 
Case m > I, n = 1 : An application 2.18 reduces A to a formula of 
form 3z'(HZP'(k';y;z')  ^ B), where B is existential and F-open, and 
deg HZP(k';y;z') < m. There formulas are disposed of by induction 
on m. 
Case m > 1, n > 1 : In this case A is of form ~u 3x(HZP(kt;~; u) ^  
^ EZP'(k2;y U ~; x) ^  A'), and hence in 7~w., , equivalent to 
~u(HZP(k 1; y; u)  ^  B), where B = ~x(HZP'(k 2; y u "if; x) A A'). By induc- 
tion ~ is equivalent to an existential, F-open formula C Consequently A 
is equiw lent to 3u(HZP(kl;y; u) ^  C) which is disposed of by induction 
on n. 
The first part of  the Main Theorem is now an immediate consequence 
of Corollaries 2.10 and 2.15. and Lemma 2. ! 9. To see that the construc- 
tion o fB  fromA is actually primitive recursive one has of course ~o anal- 
yse the type of recursion schemes used for the definition of  B in 2.8 - 2,19. 
It turns out that each of these schemes is either the straight forward 
scheme of primitive recursion, or the scheme of recursion in one or two 
variables with substitutions for parameters in the sense of Peter [ 71 (e.g. 
Lemma 2.19). Since the latter type of  recursion can be reduced to pri- 
mitive resursion, the construction is indeed primitive recursive. 
3. Applications to Henrel-fields with cross-rection 
In this section we study the model-theoretic consequences of the 
Main Theorem for models of  the theories TH(Ir), First we extend the 
F-quantifier elimination for existential formulas provided by the main 
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theorem to arbitrary formulas in L(rt). This will enable us to reduce any 
lbrmuia in L(~r) (modulo F-parameters) to a Boolean eombinatio.~l of
pure P-formulas and pure R-formulas (see Theorem 3.3). All the further 
results in this section will be easy corollaries to Theorem 3.3. 
We define the F-rank Rr  of a term in L0r) as the maximal number of  
nested ~r-function-symbols ccurring in the term in front of a F -va~ble ,  
and the ['-rank R r of  a formula A in LC, n) as the maximum of t[.e P- 
r~nks of  all terms in A. So R r (A) = 0 if and only if no F-variable in A 
occurs in the scope of  a ~r-function-symbol. We say two formulas A, B in 
prenex normal form have the same prefix-type, i f  both begin with the 
same kind of  quantif ier (existential or tmiversal) and have the same num- 
ber of alternations of  quantlfiers. For  arbitrary formulas A, B in L(~r) we 
say B is o f  smaller prefix type than A, i f  fur every prenex normal form 
A'  of A there exists a prenex normal lorm B' of B with the same prefix- 
type as A'. 
Lemma 3.1. Every F-open formula A n L(~r) is in Tw(~r) equivalent o a 
formula o f  the form 
m 
a~r(  A va i = ~ ^ reskia ~ =r i ^ B) 
" i=1  
where R r(al) = O, 1 ~ i < m, and B is a pure F-R-formula o f  smaller pre- 
fix type than A. 
Proof. We want to reduce A to a formula A'  of  F-rank O. Since a = b is in 
T~(~) equivalent to v(a - b) = ~,  we may assume that all the atomic 
formulas in A are of form c~ = I~, or e < 6, or d = e. So it suffices to treat 
terms and subterms in A of the form va and reska. Moreover we may as- 
sume that a is of the form a = ~,mlaiTrai with Rr(ai) = 0 and Rr (a  i) < 
< Rr(a) ,  I ~ i < m. Suppose now that va and res,~a occur as terms or 
subterms in an atomic subformula C = C(va, testa) of A. We show by 
induction on m, how va and reska can be replaced in C by terms of lower 
['-rank. The cases m = 1 and m = 2 will i l lustrate the procedure: 
Case m = I : 
Tw(~r) ~ C(oa, res/ca) 
~ (((~l =~ vval  = ~ val < --oal < ~ v--val  + k < %< ~)  ^  C(oat +~h,O)) 
k 
V V (.~va, + i=ct ,< ~ ^C(Val+,q,resk(~r . a l ) )  
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Case m = 2: 
T (~)  I- C(ua, res~a) 
(va I + c~ 1 + k < va 2 + ~2 ^  C(°al + e l '  resk 0ra~ al))) 
v (ua 2 + ~2 + k < va I + a I ^ C(va 2 + a 2) resk(rr ~ a2))) 
k 
v iVk(va  I +a  I + i= va 2 +~2 
^ C(o(a I + 7r~al-t~ +i . a2) + a 1, resk(Tr~t~al + ir~a:u% +i • a,z)))). 
In this way C(oa, reska ) is reduced equivalently in Tw0r) to a Boolean 
combination of atomic formulas D with Rr(D)  < Rr(C)  and of  formu- 
las C(•, d) with Rr(~) < Rr(a),  R r (d )  < Rr(a).  By iteration of  this proce- 
dure A can be reduced equivalently in T w Or) to a formula A' of F-rank 0. 
Moreover A' is evidently of smaller prefix type than A, Now we pick in 
every term occurring in A'  the maximal subterms of form ~ or reska. 
Let va i, reskia, 1 < i ~ m, be all these terms and let B be the formula ob- 
tained from A' by replacing va i by a new P-variable ~i 3,~d res k a i by a 
new Rki-variable ri, ! ~ i <~ m. Then A is in Tw(Tr) equiva ent to the for- 
mula 
m 
3 ~3r(iAl oct i = ~i ^ reski(ai) = ri ^ B) ,  
and, by definition, B is a pure I~-R-formula of prefix-type smaller thar~A, 
andRr(a i )=O,  1 < i<m.  
Lemma 3.2. Any pure P-R-formula A in L(~r) is in Tw. ~ equivalent o a 
Boolean combination A'  o f  pure P-formulas and pure R-formtdas. More- 
over A '  is of  smaller prefix type than A. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of A. The only nontrivial cases 
are A = 3~j(B) and A = 3r(B). By induction there e×ist pure P-formulas 
B i and pure R-formulas Ci, 1 ~ i < m. such that B is in Tw, ~ equivalent 
tc vmI(Bi  ^  Ci). ThusA is in Tw, , equivalent toV~l (3~(B i )  ^  CI) or 
Vml (B i ^ 3r(Ci) ), respectively. 
Theorem 3.3. Let w : N ~ N. b~)r every 1"ormula A in L0r) there exists a 
Boolean combination C(~ l, ..., ~ra. rl, ..., rra) o f  pure P-formulas and pure 
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R-formulas, F-terms at, ..., a m o f  l~-rank O, and k 1 .... .  k m E N, such that 
A is in THw(e) equivalent o C(va 1, ..., Yam, res k a 1, ..., reskmam). Further- 
more C, a 1 .... .  a m, and kl  .. . . .  k m are obta ine~from A by a primitive re- 
cursive procedure, and C has smaller prefix-type than A. 
Proof. By induction on the number of F-quantifiers inA. lfA is F-o i .n 
this is an immediate consequence of 3.1 and 3.2. For the induct;on step 
it suffices to show that every formula of form 3x(A ' )  in L(rr), where A'  
is F-open, is in T~(rr) equivalent o an F-open formula of smaller prefix- 
type than 3x(A'). By 3.1 3x(A' ~ is in TwH(~r) equivalent to a formula of 
form 3[3r (A"  ^ B), where 
m 
A" = 3x(A oa i = ~i A reski(ai) = ri) , 
l=l 
B is F-open, pure of prefix-type smaller than A', and Rr(ai)  = O, 1 < i < m 
Next the Main Theorem can be applied to reduce A" equivalently in TwH(lr) 
to an existential, F-open formula A'". Finally the induction assumption 
is applied to the F-open formula 3~3r(A"  ^  B). Since the constructions 
in the proof of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 are obviously primitive recursive, the 
construction of k i, a i and C as outlined above is also primitive recursive, 
Remark. The following theorems will be formulated in terms of the usual 
model theoretic oncepts defined for one-sorted languages and structures, 
as, e.g. extension, elementary extension, elementary equivalence, model- 
consistency, modal-completeness, model-completion, elimination of 
quantifiers, completeness, decidability (see [ 11,13 ] ). The definitions of 
these concepts extend in a natural way to many-sorted languages and 
structures - in our case to structures tbr L or L(r0. We write M c M' for 
"'M' is an extension of M", M < M' for "3/' is an elementary extension 
of M", and M =-- M' for "M' and M are elementarily equivalent". M < 1 M' 
will stand for "'M' is a 1-extension e lM" ,  i.e. for every existential sen- 
tenceA with parameters fromM, M' ~A impliesM V:A, andM=- t M' 
for "M and M' are 1-equivalent", i.e. every existential sentence which 
holds in M holds also in M' and vice versa. We say a theory T' in L(or 
L0r)) is primitive recursively deciaable, if the set of theorems ~f T' is 
primitive recursive (under a standard G~del-m~arbering). 
For a valued field M, R M will denote the ~,ystem {R~ k ~ ~,!} of r~si- 
due class rings together with the distinguished elements Ik and 1"he maps 
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reSkm,n, k, m, n E N, k ~ m +n. L R denotes the corresponding suhlan- 
guage of L containing only the R-variables and R-constants, and +k, -k ,  'k, 
reSkm n =' LR will be the sublanguage of L containing only the Ra-vari- , ~ ' o 
ables and Ro-eonstants, and +o, -o ,  "0, = ; Lr  wdl be the sub[a~guage of
L containing only the P-variables and F-constants, +r,  - r ,  =, < '  I fM'  is 
a valued fietd extcndingM, we may regard R~t'as an extension afRO, 
k ~ N, and hence R M' as an extension of R M. M' is called an immediate 
extension of  M, if Ro M = R0 M' and I 'M = F M'' 
Theorem 3.4. Let  w : N ~ N. T e a theory in a language L' r such tt:at 
L~ n L(Ir) = L e and T R a theor¢ in a language L' R such that L" n n ~)  = 
= L R, andassume that TwOr) u T e tj TR is consistent. 
(i) I f  M c M' are models o f  THw(Ir) such that R M < R g '  and F M' < F M', 
then M < M . 
(ii) I f  Tr and T R are model-complete, then T~(rt) u T e u T~ :s the 
model-completion o f T~v(~) u T v o T e . 
(iii) f f  T l has an elimination o f  quantifiers in L' r and T R has an elinli. 
nation o f  qaanttfiers in L' n, then T~(~r) u T r t3 T R has an elimh~ation 
o f  quantfficrs. Moreover, i f  there exist (primitive) resursive quantifier 
eliminat:on procedures jbr T r and T R, then there exists a (primitive) re- 
cursive quon t(t~er-elimination procedure for T~ ( ~r ) u T v u T R . 
Proof. These ,~re immediate consequences of Theorem 3.3 and the fact 
that T~(Ir) u ~ r t3 T R is model consistent with TwOr) u T r u TR, since 
every model of Tw(rr) has an immediate xtension to a model of  T~(rr) 
(see 19, cor. 1, p. 184]). 
From now on we will treat valued fields M with residue class field R~ ¢ 
of characteristic 0 and those with residue class field of characteristic 
p ~ 0 separately. We begin with the case char(R0 m) = 0. Let T o be the 
theory T w for w - 0 together with the axioms I r = 0v, q = IF, let 
T H= T O u (HL). T O ~ = T O w (WCS), To(n) = r o u (CS), ro~i, = rff,,.; (wcs),  
and Ton(,) = Ton u (CS), Thus in a modei M of  T O the structure RM col- 
lapses trivially to Ro M, and any pure R-formula in L is in T o equivalent to 
a formula in L R . We have the following corollary to theorem 3,4 for 
models of T~r0rl: 
Corollary 3.5. Let  T r be an extension o f  the theory o f  orderedabetian 
groups in a language L' r such that L r n L(n) = L r, and let TRo be an ev- 
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tension o f  the theory o f  fields o f  characteristic zero in a language L~t ° 
such that L~o n L(,rr)= L R . 
(i) l f  M c M' are models o: To~(~) such that R~ . : e~ '  and r M < I "M', 
then M < M'. 
(ii) I f  T r and T R are model-complete then T~(~, ) t3 T r u To is the o ' ,,o 
model-completion f T0('~)',.J T r u T~ o. 
(iii) If" T r has an elimination o f  quantifiers in L' r and T R has an elimi- 
nation o f  quantifiers in Lk0, then To'Or) u T r o TI~ ° has an elimination 
of  quantifier~ in L(n) t3 L r t3 L~o. Moreover, i f  there exist (primitive) 
recursive quantifier elimination procedures for T r and Tl~ , then there 
exists a (primitive) recursive quantifier elimination proce~ure for 
TItot ) t3 T c o TRo in L(1t) u L~, t3 L~o. 
Proof. It suffices to remark that for any model F of  T v and any model 
R o of T,~ there exists a model M of ToH0r) with I "M = I' and R M = R0, 
namely t~c formal power series field Ro((t)) r overR 0 with exponents 
in I' (see [9, p. 8t ]). 
Theorem L6. E~ery sentence A in L(~r) is in ToH(Tr) equivalent o a 
Boolean combination B o f  sentences in L e and sentences in LRo. B can 
be obtained from A by a primitive recursive procedure. 
Proof. For every variable-free F-term a in L('x), To0r) ~ o(a) = 0; be- 
sides it is easy to compute an integer n = n(a) such that T00r) ~- res0(a)= 
= nt< . Thus the terms va i reso(a.) in Theorem 3.3 can be replaced by o , t 
0 r aad (tzi)Ro, for suitable integers ni ~ Z. 
Corollary 3.7. Let Tl,, T R be as in Corollary 3.5. 
. 0 H M- -  M '  M-  M '  ( ) l fMandM aremodehofToOr)s~ehthatU  =F andRo=R 0 , 
then M =- M'. 
( i t ) / f  T r and TRo are complete, then T~:Or) o T r t3 T R is complete. 
( i ) l fT  r and T R are (primitive recursively) decidable °then To'Or) t3 
• o " 
t3 T r o TRo is (primitive recursively ) decidable. 
To illustrate these results we consider a few examples. Let T z bc the 
theory of Z-groups (see [6|) ,  T o the theory of divisible ordered abe,!an 
groups, TA~: O the theory of algebraically closed fields of characteristic 0,
Tar  the theory of real-closed fields (in the language of ordered fields), 
and Trn: o the theory of differentially closed fields of  characteristic 0 
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(see [11, 13]). All these theories are complete, model-complete, primi- 
tive recursively decidable, and have a primitive recursive limination of 
quantifiers (see [ 6,8,11,13,14,15 ] ). So i f T 1 is T z or T o, and T 2 is TAr O 
or TRF or TOFO, then TOH(r) U T 1 u T 2 is complete; it is the model-com- 
pletion of T00r) u T 1 u T2; it is primitive recursively deciduble and has 
a primitive recursive limination of quantifiers. In particular all this ap- 
plies ~ the theories of  the following power-series fields (in the appropriate 
language): C((t)), R((t)), D((t)), C((t)) Q÷, R((t)) Q*. D((t)) o÷, C((t t))((t;~)), 
R((tl)) ((t2)) , ..., where Q÷ is the additive group of rational numbers and 
D is a differentially closed field of  characteristic 0. Theorem 3.6 also 
yields two transfer principles between Henset-fields of arbitrary charac- 
teristic with cross-section. 
Theorem 3.8. (extended Ax-Kochen principle). For every sentence A in 
L(yr) there exists a prime p(A) such that for all models M. M" of  Tn (n) 
with char(R0 M) ~ p(A), RMO -~ R M', and pM = pM', A holds in M if and 
only irA holds in M'. p(A) is a primitive reeursive fi~nction of  A. 
Proof By Theorem 3.6 there exists a Boolean combinatio~l B of senten- 
ces in L ,  and sentences in L R such that Tff(lr) ~ A .* B. From the pri- 
mitive recqrslve procedure that leads from A to B we can determine in a 
primitive recursive way the finitely many axiomsA n, n = 1 ..... k, of 
form A n = otnl~) ~ 0 in ToH(Tr) that are needed (besides T'q0r)) to show 
the equivalence between A and B. We let p(A) be the first prime greater 
than k. Then A ~ B holds in any model M of TH(z ') with char(R0 M) ~ p(A). 
So, i f  M, M' are two such models uch that F '~' ---- FM' and R~ ¢ -= R~ ¢', then 
M mA i f fM ~B iffM' ~B if fM' ~=A. 
Taking M in Theorem 3.8 as the field Qt' ofp-adic numbers and M' as 
the field Fp((t)) of formal power series over the prime field Fp of charac- 
terisficp, where p ~ p(A), wt get back the tra~sfer principle proved by 
Ax and Kochen (see [1, Theoiem 6]). Our next transfer-principle g ner- 
alizes the argument used in the proof of [ 1, Theorem 1 ]. 
Theorem 3.9. Let A be a sentet'ce in L(rQ which holu~ in all models M of  
T~(~) with a predescribed value group F 1~ = F. Then there exists a prime 
H M p'(A ) such that A holds in all models M of  T (Tr) with char(R 0 ) ~ p'(A ). 
Moreover, if the theory Th(I') is decidable, then p'(A) is a recursive f'anc- 
tion of  A. 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.6 there exists a sentence A' in Lo such that for all 
M ,,o , models M of Tff(rr) with value group P = F, M g- A ~ A .  Since A holds 
in all formal power series fields Ro((t)) r with exponents in P over fields 
R 0 of  characteristic zero, A' must hold in all fields R 0 of  characteristic 
zero, Consequently there a prime q(A') which is a recursive function o f  
A' such that A' holds in all fields R 0 of  characteristic greater or equal J 
q(A') (compare [ 1 I, Theorem 2,4.6]). Let p(A) be determined as in the 
proof of  Theorem 3.8 and put p'(A) = max(p(A), q(A')). Then, for any 
model M of Tt/0r) with char(Rc M) > p'(A), A' holds in R0 M and A ~ A' 
holds in M. and so A holds in M. Moreover, if the (P) is decidable, then 
A' is a recursive function of A and hence p'(A) is a recursive function 
of A. 
Next we study models M of  T~0r) with residue class field R0 M of char- 
acteristic p 4~ 0. Let p be a prime and k a positive integer. Then we let 
Tt, k be the theory T together with the axiom q'~ =p.  l F. We set 
Tflk : Tp. k u (HL) ,  
G.k.~ = Tp., u (WCS), 
r~,k0r) = Tp, e u (CS), 
r~k , .  = r~ v (wcs) ,  
Let wp be the restriction of the p-adic valuation on Q to N. Then T.v.k is 
evidently stronger than the theory Tw, where w : N ~ N is the function 
w = k. wz,. Consequently Theorem 3.4 holds with T~.o(Ir) and T~ ~(lr) 
- H ' -H  ' -  in place of Tw(~) and Tw0r), respectively. In addition T~,k0r) satis~'ies 
the following counterpart to Theorem 3.6: 
Theorem 3. I 0. Ever>' sentence A in L(rr) i.: in T~kOr) equivalent to a 
Boolean combination B of sentences in L r and sentences in L R. B can be 
obtained from A by a primitive reeursive procedure. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.6, it seffices to calculate, for eve~'y 
variable-free/-'-term a and every h E N, integers re(a) and ni(a, h), 
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0 < i < k - 1 such that 
g-! 
Tp, k(n) ~- v(a) = re(a). I r ^ rest(a) = ~ ni(a, h)qih • 
" f=o 
This can be easdy done by induction on the complexity ofa. 
Corollary 3.1 I. Let T r, T R be as in Theorem 3.4, k a positive integer and 
p a prime. 
(i) I f  M, M' are models o f  TH~: (Tr) such that pg  .~ FM~and R M =. R M', 
then M =- M'. 
(ii) I f  T r and T R are complete, then THk(~r) u T r U T R is complete. p... 
Off) I f  T r and T R are (primitive recursively) decidable, then T~k(Tr)U 
u T r 0 T R is (primitive recursively)decidable. 
Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.11 for T~k(~r) are not as satisfactory as 
the corresponding Corollaries 3.5 and 3.7 for THOr), since they depend 
on the elementary properties of the whole system R M of residue class 
rings of a wodel M instead of residue class field R0 M. It will now be shown 
how this sittlation can be remedied for models M of T~k(~r) with finite 
residue class t~eld R0 M. 
Lemma 3.12. Le~ M c M' be models o f  Tp, k with RMo = R M'. Then 
R M = R M'. 
Proof. Let S c A m be a set of representatives for Ro g = R~o¢~ Then every 
d ~ R~, h ~ N, has a representation i  form 
h-I 
d=~ resh(ai)ql ~ witha i ES .  
i=0 
Consequently R~ = R M for all h E N. 
Combining this lemma with Theorem 3.4(i) we obtain: 
Theorem 3.13. l f  M c M' are models o f  T~k (~r) such tt at R~ I = R~f  and 
re  < ~g', then M < M'. 
Theorem 3.14. Let M, M' be models o f  T~t k 0r), F a sttbfield o f  ~ t "~ a 
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subfield o f  ~ '  such that res )(F) = R~, res0(F') = i ~o M~ and either 
(i) qM E Fand q~ c F' or 
(ii) t~(F )  has smallest positive element k . 1 r and vM'(F ') has smallest 
positive element k . l r. M 
Assume furthermore that F =- F ~ and that (F, v M ~ F) ~- (F', v M' l Y'). 
Then M =- M '. 
Proof, In case (i) this follows by Corollary 3.110) from the fact that by 
Lemma 3.12 R M ~- R ~,  Case (ii) can be reduced to the first case as fol- 
lows: We let F 1 and F~ be the Hens~flizations of F and F '  in M and M', 
respectively (see [ 9, p. 175 ] ). By Eisenstein's criterion the polynomial 
X k - p is irreducible over F 1 and F~. So by ([9, p. 176]) the given iso- 
morphism caia be extended to an isomorphism between (FI(qM), ~ t 
t FI(qM)) and ~F~(qM'), o~i' t F~(qM')>, and we are back in case (i). 
Next we formalize the theory of models M of Tff, k Or) with finite resi- 
due class field Ro M of cardinalitv pro, m ~ N, m > 0. Let F ,n be the finite 
field of cardinality pm let e be a primitive (pro _ 1)th roof of unity in 
Fm and let 
f (X )=X m +i~o.= / ix i~z[x ] ,  O<] i~ p -  1, 
be such that f mod p is the irreducible polynomial of e over Fp. We ex- 
pand the language L0r) by new R;:constants c,~ for every h ~ N to the 
language L(n. e). For every positive integer m we define the theory Tp.k, n 
as Tp, x together with the axioms: 
(i)e~ '~-~= 1, 
(ii) c~:~ 1 fo r0<i<pm-1 ,  
(iii) f(ch) = 0 for atI h ~ N, 
(iv) Vr (r = 0 v V ~-  1 r = e b) for an R0-variable r,
(v) rea~, 0 (c~) = c h, for all h' ~; h; h', h ~ N .  
Then every'model M of Tp,~z,m has a residue class field RMof cardinality 
pm and vice versa every model M of Tp, k which has a residue class field 
R M of cardinality p,n can be expanded to a model of  Tv,Lm by appro- 
priate interpretation of the constants eh, h ~- N. We set 
T~:.,n = Tp,lc.m tJ (HL),  
7~,,  . . . .  = rp,k, ~ u (wcs) ,  
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Tp.k,m:~) = Tp,~, m u (CS), 
r~k,U~) = r~k,m u (CS). 
Then the following facts can be easily deduced: 
Lemma 3.14. ( i)For every h ~ 0 attd every variable.free pure Rh-term 
d in LOt, c) there exists an Ra-term e o f  the form 
h m-! 
~_0(]~0 nt/eJh)q~ with 0< nii • p - 1, 
such that Tp.e. m ~ d = e. The term e is uniquely determined by d and 
can be obtained from d by a primitive recursive procedure. 
(it) For every h ~ 0 and every Rh-variable r 
h m-I 
O,~n..~p-I i=O ]=O 1 ) ' 
O(;i~h, ~'Z]~ ra - 1 
Corollary 3.15. (i., Every pure R-formula A in L(r, c) is in Tp.k. m equiv- 
alent to an open p~,:e R-formula B in L(*r, c). B can be obtained.from A 
by a primitive recursive procedure. 
(it) For every pure R-sentence A in L(*t, t,) we have either 
Tp,k, m ~ A ~ O r = 0 v or T~,k, m ~ A *, O~ < 0 v , 
arm there is a primitive recursive procedure to decide which is" the case. 
Combining Theorem 3.4, and Corollaries 3.11, and 3.15 we obtain our 
final result on the theories T~k.,n (rr): 
Theorem 3.16. Let p be a prime, k and m positive in tegers, and T r a 
theory in a language L' r such that L~ n L(rr, c) = L r and such that 
T~,k,m(e) U T r is consistent. 
(i) I f  M C M' a . . . .  dels o f  T~l: mOO with F ` ¢t < I ~' ,  the,, M < M', 
(it) I f  M, M' are models o f  T~.ki: with 'I'~t = pro" then M =- M'. 
( i i i ) / f  T v is model-complete, then T~l~,,n (~r) u T v ?s the model-com- 
pletion o f  Tp,k,m(~ ) o T v. 
(iv)/3" T v has a (recursive, primitive recursive) elimination o f  quanri. 
tiers in L ' ,  then T~k,m(Tr) U T v has a (recursive, primitive reeursive) 
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elimination o tquanti]Ters in LOr, c )u  L' r . 
(v) I f  T r is complete, then Ttt k ,m (x) u T r is complete. 
(vi) I f  T r is (primitive recurs~.vely) decidable, then T~k,r~Or) u T r i~ 
(primitive recursively) decidabw. 
Let T z as before be the theory of Z-groups in the language L z of or- 
dered groups with smallest positive lement Ir. Then we have in particu- 
lar Tflk ' m Or) t.j TZ is model-complete, complete, primitive recursively 
decidable, and it has a primitive recursive limination of quantifiers in 
L(lt, c). All this applies a fortiori to the theories TH~,l(n) U T z of p-utile 
fields Qp, for every prime p, 
4, Applications to Hensel-fields without cross-section 
We shall now be concerned with Hensel-fields that do not necessarily 
have a cross-section, inparticular with models of T~. It will be shown 
that the results of §3 about T~(n) Tg(lr) T~k0r ) T~k,m(a) conc~'rning 
model-completeness and completeness can be carried over to 7 w,'H T~,U 
T~k and T~k,, n, raspe~t~vely. Under the assumption of completeness we 
will also be able to carry over the results on (primitive reeur~ive) decida- 
bility. 
We begin with a corollary to the Main Theorem for models of T~w,~. 
Theorem 4.1, l f  M c M' are models o f  T~,. with F g =1 rM' and 
R M= R~,  then M <1 M'. 
Proof. From R0 M = R0 M' we conclude as in Lemma 3.12 that R M = R M'' 
So for every existential F-open sentence A with parameters inM, M' ~A 
iffM ~ A. By the main theorem this holds for an arbitrary existeutial 
sentence A with parameters in3,1. 
The crucial point in extending the main theorem to an F-quantifier 
elimination for T~(Tr) was Lemma 3.1. Since this lemma iq not available 
in T~n, there is no hope for an F-quantifier elimination for T~.  It turns 
out, however, that a similar lemma works in Tw, ~ for a certain restricted 
class of formulas in L(lr) which includes alI the formulas in L. Thus it will 
be possible to eliminate F-quantifiers in T~ for every formula in L. 
We say an b-term b is restricted, if b is either pure or of form 
Ir aa • ... • ~rana, where a is a pure F-term and *i are pure P-terms. We call 
a formula A in L0r) restricted, if 
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(i) all atomic subformulas of  A are of  form • = ~, or ~t < ~, or d = e; 
(ii) every F-term in A is of form ~t(va I .. . . .  van), where t~(~l ... . .  ~n) is 
a pure F-term and a i are pure F-terms. 
(iii) every R-term in A is of form d(reskl(bt), ..., reskn(b n)), where 
d(r I, ..., rn) is a pure R-term and b i are restricted F-terms. 
In particular every formula in L is equivalent in T to a restricted formula 
in L0r). By some minor modifications the proof  o f  the main theorem in 
Section 2 can be arranged in a way that it transforms restricted existen- 
tial formulas into restricted F-open existential formulas, i.e., we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2 (main theorem for restricted formulas). Let w : N -~ N. 
Then every restricted existential formula A in L(Tr) is in T~ equivalent 
to a restricted F-open existential formula B in LOr). Moreover, such a 
formula ,3 can be constructed from A by a primitive recursi~e procedure. 
The next lemma is the counterpart to Lemma 3. I for restricted F-open 
formulas. 
Lemma 4.3, Every restricted F-open formula A is in Tw. . equivalent o a 
formula o f  tke form 
m 
(4.3) 3~ 3; (A  1 va i = ~i ,s reski(zt-~iai) =r i ^ B(d I ..... dr ) ) ,  
where a i are pure F-terms, d i are terms or  form reshi0r~i,1 . . . . .  ~/,n]), 
a/,;¢ pure F-terms and B(r 1, ,.., r n ) is a pure F-R-Jbrmula o f  smal!er prefix 
type than A. 
Pro~ff. Let a be a pure F-term, Ctl, ..., c~ n pure F-terms, and assume va and 
(or)'~:/= resh(. ~'~ - ... • ~*na) occur in an atomic subformula C = C(va, d) 
of A Then C(va, d) is in Tw, ~ equivalent o 
n 
• ¢~,~ >-va  +h i  Ctva, O)) 
h n 
V V (~ t~ i : -va  +/< ~ ^ C(va, res~(~r"t" ... • ~r~n~r~)resh(~r- Vaa))) 
/:O i=1 
where fl = -~n= 1 ~i +]' Repeating this process t~ar every atomic subformu- 
la of A as long as necessary, we arrive at a formula A'  equivalent o A of 
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form A'(va i, resk ( -~ia i ) ,  d/ : i = l, ..., m, ] = l ..... n ), where a t are pure 
F-terms, d/= ~. i . . . , .  lr~/.nt, a] k pure F-terms, A'(~,, r. s) a pure P-R-for- 
mula. A' can now be easily transformed into a formula of the desired 
form. 
Theorem 4.4. Let w : N ~ N. Every restricted formula A in L(~r) is in 
T~ equivalent o a restricted F-open formula A '  of  the .form (4.3), 
where B is o f  prefix-type smaller than A. Moreover, A '  can be ob- 
tained f rom A by a primitive recursive procedure. 
Proof. By induction on the number of F-quantifiers in A using Theorem 
4.2 and Lemma 4.3. 
Let M be a model of T w and P 0 a subgroup of P ~. Then we call 
M : F o w {~ } ~ F a cross-section on F 0, if ~r" = 0, ~r ° = 1, and Ir n - w~ = 
= ~=* ~ for a, ~3 E V 0, We need two remarks on the existence of  cross- 
sections. 
Remark 4.5. (i) For  every finitely generated subgroup F o of F M there 
exists a cross-section on F 0. 
(ii) Let Z r = {n. I r : n ~ Z} and F 0 c F M be a finitely generated ex- 
tension of  Z r . [hen  every cross-section on Z r can be extended to a cross- 
section on F o . 7A natural cross-section on Z r i'= of  course lr n'|p = qn.) 
The proof  is easy, using a rational base of F 0. 
Lemma 4.6. Let M C M' be models o fT  w such that F ~r <1 FM' and 
R g <~ R M', 7r o a weak cross-section for M' such that 7r o [ F ~] c F M, and 
A a sentence with parameters in M o f  the form 
m n i n i 
(4.6) 3~,~s(A (res~Or~i l . . . , .~r ' n t )=S iA~C~i '=k i^:  Aal't¢-O)=l 
t~l "" j=l ,1 
^ B(va i, ..., va n) ^  C(resh(~r-~a ~ ), ..., resh0r- °anan))) ,
where at] are pure F-terms, 0 <, k t < h, a i are pure F-terms, BO1) is a 
pure open F-formula, and C(u) is a pure open R-formula. Assume that 
M' ~ A, when ~r is interpreted as ~r o. Then there exists a weak cross-sec- 
tion 7r I o f  M such that ~r~ t = lr°~ i, t < i ~ n, and M ~ A, when ~r is inter- 
preted as ~l" 
Proof. Pick elements_~ -r '~r V (~} andsE  R M" satisfying A inM' ,  
and let fit/be the elements in F ~ represented by a//(~). Let D(~) be the 
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conjunction of  all equalities and inequalities of  form a e = (or ~) ±ak,/, 
c¢• = (or ~s) ± vak that are satisfied by ~t1" Then the sentence 
m n. 
At = 3~(:A 1 ~ i "  =ki  ^  B(lml ..... van) ^  D{~)) 
holds in M', and hence in M, since F M <j  1 "m'. Let ~,' be elements in 
l ~M t9 (~} satisfying A' and let "rii be the elements"of F ~'~ represented by 
aq(~,'). Let u be a cross-section on the subgroup Fo of  F M' generated by 
vakTB~l and "t'ii Let t k = resh(Zro ~k u 0% ) E R~ and_r/] = resh (n0~]u-~//) ~R~ r. 
Let E(r, t )  be the conjunction of all formulas 
(i) r~/= rkt , such that a i i=  akt is in D; 
(ii) ri]. rkt = ~, such that a e = - -akt  is in D; 
Off) re i = _tk, sach that aij = -va  k is in D; 
(iv) rii. t k = t. such that a .  = va k is in D; 
(v) re~.0(rifi 4- O for all i '-- I .... m, / = t ..... n i. 
Then r, _s satisfy ~.he sentence 
m 
A" = ~r3s(  A r.  • r . k i -  ^ C ^ E(r, t ))  ~1 ii .in s qh - Si - " 
Since R M t< ~ :g', A"  is also satisfied in M by some elements( ,  _s'. Pick 
elements bif ~: .m of  value 0 with re hshsff~i) =~r;.f in a way that 
(i) b_il =_bl:,t, if_r b =r~l, 
(ii) b i l .  _b~. t = 1, if_r~j - r,~ t = 1, 
(iii) bi i  = ~r~ °atu°ak, if_r~i = t k, 
(iv) hi1 • n~aku °ax = 1, if r'/j • t,~ = t. 
All this is possible, since the elements_r' satisfy E(r. t ) .  Next we define a 
weak cross-section *rt forM by ~r" == O, go = 1 n~l~ i = b itlt "~ij ~r~ *k = lr~ ~ak, 
n~' an arbitrary element of  F M of value a for positive"a'~ I "M, a ~ ~ 3'ii, 
±ua k, and finally ~r -a  = 1/n a. The definition o lD.  E and _bii guarantees 
that n t is well-defined and that resh(rr'{*t - . . . .  n~ i'~i) =s~. Consequently A 
holds in M, when n is interpreted as rr 1. 
Theorem 4.7. I .et  w : N * N, T r and  T R be as h~ Theorem 3.4. 
(i) I f  M c M'  are mode ls  o f  TUw such that pM <l  FM' and R ~ < t R~r, 
then M < t M' .  
(ii) I f  T r and  T R are mode l -complete ,  then Tn~ o T r w Tte is the 
mode l -complet ion  o f  T w td T t u T R . 
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(iii) l f  M C M' are models o f  THw such that F M < r n '  and R M < R M', 
then M < M'. 
Proof. (ii) follows from (i) by Robinson's test (see [ l 1, Theorem 4.2. l ]). 
To prove (i) it suffices by Lemma 4.6 to remark that every existential 
sentence in L with parameters in M can be reduced by Theorem 4.2 an~ 
Lemmas 4,3 and 3.2 to a disjunction o f  sentences of  the form (4.6), where 
~r stands for an arbitrary weak cross-section for M'. For (iii) we let T r be 
the theory of F M in L r, T~ the theory ofR  M in LR, T r the Morleyza- 
tion of  T r in an extension L~ of L e and T~ be the Morleyzation of T R 
in an extension L~ of L R (see [ i 31, for the concept of Morleyzation). 
Then T r,  T~ are model-complete, and soM < M' by (ii). 
Lemma 4.8. Let M, M' be models o f  T O (of  T o k) such that F M ~1 I'~' 
and R~ 4=-l RO ~ ( F''/"~l. FM' and R g ~'1 R1W)( let 7to be a weak cross-sec- 
tion o f  M (such that ~r~ r = qi for all 0 <~ i < n and some n E N), and let 
A be a sentence in L0r) of  the form 
ra n. 
(4.8) 3 ~,=~s(iA (resh0r%t • . , . ,  7r~i, ni) = s i ^ ~ a I . = k i ) ^ B ^ C) ,  
]= 1 ,/ 
where aij are pure F-terms, 0 < k t < h, B is a pure l-formula, and C is 
a pure R-formula. Assume that M ~ A, when ~r is interpreted as ~r o. Then 
there exists a weak cross-section ~1. of M', such that M' ~ A, when rt is 
interpreted as ~r I (and such that 7r] ar = ql for 0 < i < n). 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6 using Remark 4.5 (ii) instead 
of 4.5 (i). 
Theorem 4.9. Let T e, T~ be as in Corollary 3.5. 
(i) l f  M, M' are models o f  Tff such that pM =- 1 FM" and R oM-=l RoM', 
then M =-1 M'. 
(ii) I f  T r, TRo are model-complete then T 1~ u T r u T R is the 
model-completion f Tq ~ T r u T R .' o 
(m) I f  T r, TRo are complete, then T~ u T r u TRo zs comflete. I f  m 
addition T r and T R are (primitive recursively) decidable, then T~ u T r 
, . o . . 
u TI~ ° is" (pnmittve recurslvely) decidable. 
Proof. (i) Every existential sentence A in L is by Theorem 4.2 and 
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Lemma 4.3 equivalent in To//to a restricted F-open existential sentence 
A' in L(¢c) of form (4.3). Using now finitely many additional axioms 
~/.lr = q/, 1 ~; / g n, all the terms oat, resh(~-uaiai) n A'  can be replaced 
by pure I-terms and pure R0-terms as in the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
Finally A'  can be reduced by Lemma 3,2 to a disjunction of  formulas 
of form (4.8). So by Lemma 4.8, A holds in M iff it holds in M'. 
(ii) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.7(ii). To prove (iii) 
we let M, M' be models of  To ~ u T r u TRo, T~ the Morleyzation of T~. 
in L~, ~o the Morleyzation of  T/~ ° in LRo, and let M* (M'*) be the 
natural expansion of M(M')  to a model of ~/'0Hu Tr u T~ . Then by (i) 
. , .  . . , ,  o 1 • • M andM canbe jont lyembedded intoamode lM of T~uT~uT~o.  
Since T~, andT~ aremodel-complete, wehave by Theorem 4.7(ii) that 
M* < M"* and ~'* < M"*, and so M ==- M'. An immediate consequence 
H of  the completeness of T~ u T r u T,~ is the fact that ToH(Tr) u T c u To 
is a conservative extension of 7;( U I'~.~u T%, i.e., every sentence A in'i. ~ 
which is a theorem of T~Or) u T,, tJ To is also a theorem of T~Iu T, u 7~ 
So ff T r and T R are (prLmltwe recurstvely) decidable then T,u~ ., T ~J 7" R 
• o . . : . ~ r o Is (pnmmve recurswely) decidable by Corollary 3.1 1 (ill). 
An analogous proof yields: 
Theorem 4.1 0. Let T r, TR be as in Theorem 3.4. 
(i) ! f  M, M' are models o f  T~k such that pM ~ l F'~'' and R ~sf -~ l RM': 
then M =-I M', 
(ii)/.f T r and T n are complete, then T~,k O T r u 7 R is complete. I f  
T r and T R are in addition (primitive reeursively) decidable, then 
T~k U T r u T n is (primitive reeursively) decidable. 
From this theorem together with Theorem 4.7 we obtain as in Section 3. 
Theorem 4.11. Let T v be as in Theorem 3.16. 
(i) I f  M C M' are models o f  Tff,,k m with P m < r ~r, thel~ M < M'. 
(ii) I f  M, M' are models o f  T~l~i~ with F M Jr 1 ~M~ then M ~ ?,f, 
(iii) ] f  T r is model-complete, then T~,k, m o T r is tile mode&comple- 
tion of  T~ k m o T r . 
(ix,) I f  "T'r' is complete, then T~k,m U T r is complete. 1fin addition 
T r is (primitive recursirely) decidable, then T~k,m U T r is (primitive 
recursively ) decidable. 
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